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Note on Names and Currencies

Names

Cities and countries in this book are referred to by the name used in 
the historical context, so Bombay rather than Mumbai, Ceylon rather 
than Sri Lanka, etc. Similarly, names in China are what the family 
used in its correspondence.

With regard to members of the Sassoon family, one point is worth 
mentioning: most anglicized their names, and so Abdallah became 
Albert and Farha became Flora. Arabic names are used in the book 
until officially changed; so it is Abdallah until he settled in London, 
when he adopted the English name Albert.

Some family members used the term ha-tsa-‘ir (the young) to distin-
guish them from older members who were still alive. Thus Sassoon 
David Sassoon sometimes signed his letters as ‘the young Sassoon’ in 
order not to be confused with his father, who was still alive.

Currencies

Obviously the pound sterling and the US dollar have undergone 
 dramatic changes since the nineteenth century, and both are worth 
considerably less than 150 years ago due to inflation. The website 
Measuring Wor88th (https://www.measuringworth.com/) was used to 
bring a sense of values today, although this is far from being accurate 
as there are multiple ways to measure the value of currencies.

As most of the story takes place in India, the Indian currency, the 
rupee, is mentioned regularly. The Appendix compares the value of 
the rupee in pounds sterling and US dollars from 1850 to 1910.
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xxix

Preface

It all began with a letter. Returning to my office from lunch one day 
during a fellowship at All Souls College, Oxford, in early 2012, I was 
greeted by a handwritten letter addressed to me on my desk, where it 
had been deposited by the college porter. The return address on the 
back of the envelope identified the sender as one Joseph Sassoon of 
Kirkcudbright, Scotland. I had never heard of the town and assumed 
it was a joke or a mistake of some kind. When I finally opened the 
letter, however, I found that its author was as described. My namesake 
had read an article of mine about authoritarian regimes in Le Monde 
diplomatique. He thought it interesting enough, but what prompted 
him to write was our shared surname. He declared himself a descend-
ant of Sheikh Sassoon ben Saleh Sassoon and believed I might be also, 
and therefore hoped to hear from me.

I had never been much interested in the history of the Sassoon 
 family. As a child in Baghdad, I had ignored my father whenever he 
attempted to educate me about my illustrious forebears, going so far 
as to literally close my ears to annoy him. Later, when I had embarked 
on this project, there were many occasions when I wanted nothing 
more than to hear his tales and ask him a few questions for just a few 
minutes, but sadly the wish came two decades too late. All this is to 
say that the letter remained unanswered on my desk until my partner 
Helen heard about it, chastised me for my rudeness and told me to 
write back. I did and suggested to this other Joseph Sassoon that we 
talk on the telephone, only to be mortified two days later when the 
porter proudly informed me that he had blocked what he thought was 
a prank phone call for me from a ‘Joseph Sassoon’. When I at last 
managed to speak to Joseph in Scotland, he told me about his father, 
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the first cousin of the poet Siegfried Sassoon, and his grandfather, the 
husband of a prominent Gunzburg from Russia. Without his encour-
agement, I doubt that this project would have taken off.

It was a subject with no relation to the book I had just finished, 
about the archives of Saddam Hussein’s Ba‘th Party, or the one that 
had brought me to Oxford, a comparative study of authoritarian sys-
tems in the Arab republics, but my appetite was whetted. I visited the 
National Archives at Kew and the British Library in London to read 
about the family, and travelled to Scotland to meet Joseph (known as 
Joey). He shared with me what he knew, and the trove of pictures that 
had been passed down to him. He also referred me to Sybil Sassoon, 
another family historian and the creator of a comprehensive family 
tree, stretching back to 1830, that would prove immensely   helpful –  
not least in distinguishing between other namesakes (unhelpfully for 
the researcher, the family favoured just a few forenames, which recur 
within and across generations) and following individuals as they crossed 
continents in the age of empire, adapting their names as necessary.

I had no idea where these initial excursions would lead. Unlike 
Sybil, I was born too late to know any of the cast of this book, even 
the protagonists of the   mid-  twentieth century. And although I am 
descended from Sheikh Sassoon, as Joseph hoped, he was the last 
ancestor we shared. When he fled Baghdad in 1830, fearing the wrath 
of the authorities, to join his oldest son, his other children remained 
in Baghdad. Some left Iraq later, but my ancestors stayed put until we 
too were forced to escape, for reasons similar to those of Sheikh Sas-
soon. After the Six Day War in June 1967, life for the country’s Jews 
grew increasingly untenable. The rise of the Ba‘th Party a year later 
exacerbated the situation, and public hangings of Jews followed in 
1969. When we finally managed to escape a couple of years later, we 
left with nothing except for a small bag, closing the door not only on 
our property but on a land where my family had lived for centuries. 
This book is thus intended to be not a family history but the history 
of a family, specifically a branch with which I can claim a connection 
but of which I am not, in the end, a member.

For me as a historian, what really tipped the balance was the discovery 
of a trove of untapped archival material. Sometime after reading slipped 
imperceptibly into research, I went to the National Library in Jerusalem, 
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where most of the family’s archives are held. They contain thousands 
of documents dating from 1855 to 1949: everything from personal 
letters to account books and menus for dinner parties, seemingly 
every scrap of paper kept. The letters between family members tended 
to follow a similar structure: formal at the beginning and end of the 
letters; in the middle jumping from one subject to another; and often 
containing stinging criticism if trades had not been profitable or if one 
member of the family purchased a commodity at a price that another 
member considered too high. Most of this business correspondence 
was written in   Baghdadi-  Jewish dialect to prevent outsiders from 
reading their letters; family members used their   Baghdadi-  Jewish but 
wrote it in Hebrew characters (some refer to the language as   Judeo- 
 Arabic but this is a relatively new term). The result is indecipherable 
to all but a few scholars, but fortunately I am fluent in Arabic, Hebrew 
and the   Baghdadi-  Jewish dialect. Writing this book, I felt sometimes as 
if the historian in me, the migrant and the Baghdadi Jew were all 
jockeying for position. My hope is that, in the end, they coalesced 
and did not hinder me from investigating the history in an objective 
and unemotional manner.

Research in other archives, in London, Delhi, Dallas, Shanghai and 
Istanbul, followed and, with the assistance of some wonderful archiv-
ists and researchers, I found much fascinating material produced by 
and about the family. Some years fell between archives, and for those 
I relied upon newspapers from China, India, England, the US and the 
Bahamas, and official documents of the relevant councils and chambers 
of commerce to fill in the gaps. The material grew   vast –   appropriately, 
given that the Sassoons straddled three empires: that of their adoptive 
home, Britain, and those of the two commodities whose trade they 
came to dominate, cotton and opium. Their legacy lay not only in dusty 
boxes in darkened storage rooms, however. Following the advice of 
Robert Caro, the great biographer of Lyndon Johnson, for historians 
to obtain a ‘sense of place’,1 I travelled to the Sassoons’ former res-
idences in Mumbai, Pune and the hill station of Mahabaleshwar, the 
synagogues they built in India and China, their headquarters in Shang-
hai, their estates in England, even their graves.

The geographical spread is telling. The Sassoons traded with mem-
bers of seemingly every religion and sect around the globe, travelling 
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extensively not only for business but to explore new horizons, and 
they felt at home wherever they settled, despite being a tiny minority 
in terms of both their religion and their migrant status. They were not 
unique in their time in amassing several fortunes and rising to the 
upper echelons of society. But unlike their more famous contemporar-
ies, the Rothschilds and Vanderbilts, they bridged East and West. Their 
story is accordingly not just that of an   Arab-  Jewish family who settled 
in India, traded in China and aspired to be British, but also a vista 
into the world in which they lived and prospered as well as its major  
 developments –  from the American Civil War to the opium wars, the 
opening of the Suez Canal and introduction of the telegraph, as well 
as the mechanization of textile production. The era they inhabited 
was driven above all by an encompassing globalization, which they 
and other merchant families benefited from and influenced, and which 
shaped our world today.

Unlike our fragmented world today, the Sassoons did not care about 
the ethnicity or religion of their counterparts; all they really cared 
about was one thing and one thing only: could they trust them? This 
was not because they did not adhere to Judaism’s strict rules and 
 traditions but because trust and reputation were the predominant 
characteristics of what differentiated successful traders from others in 
a world where letters took three to five weeks to reach their destin-
ations, and even when the telegraph started, telegrams were expensive 
and traders were wary that their messages could be read by anyone. 
The Sassoons had relationships with traders across the world: from 
India to China to Persia to the Ottoman Empire, to Africa and Britain.

The Sassoons epitomized the way in which migration can influence 
different regions of the world. With their acumen and hard work, the 
founder and then the next two generations managed not only to 
enrich themselves but to contribute to the cities they were living in 
and to their communities. The Sassoons lived in three main hubs: 
Bombay, then Shanghai and finally London. Their landmarks in those 
cities are still around today, particularly in Bombay (throughout the 
book, I use the city’s old name rather than Mumbai).

I begin in Ottoman Baghdad before the Sheikh’s departure, and 
move with his son David Sassoon to Bombay, where he gradually 
built his business. Family was of immense importance to David, and 
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he was blessed with one that was large by any standard. The book 
therefore necessarily focuses on the members who played leading 
roles in taking his business to its mercantile pinnacle, a truly global 
business distributed around the ports and cities of Asia, Europe and 
the Middle East, trading not only cotton and opium, but almost every 
major commodity from tea and silk to spices and pearls, with a net-
work of contacts and informants which was the envy of traders 
everywhere. Six personalities successively take centre stage: David, 
the dynasty’s founder; his sons Abdallah (later Albert), who would 
succeed him on his death, Elias, who developed the business in China 
before setting off to create a rival one, and Suleiman, who managed 
the business in Asia after Albert’s attention was dragged to the West; 
Suleiman’s wife, Farha (later Flora), who took charge after his death 
and was, I believe, the first woman to run a global business in the 
nineteenth century; and finally Victor, who presided over the business 
in its last   twenty-  five years. They are joined by other Sassoons, not 
least the   war-  poet Siegfried, the politician and art collector Philip, and 
the first woman in Britain to be named editor at a national newspaper, 
Rachel Beer.

Less attractive to our eyes is the family’s involvement with one 
commodity that played a critical part in their success: opium. I have 
tried to understand this in its context, in light of the way the drug was 
perceived in their time, and to avoid passing moral judgement. I show 
instead how they came to control a large portion of the opium trade 
between India and China, how they ignored the winds of change 
around the world as its devastating effects became widely known, and 
how they used their political clout in Britain to delay prohibition.

This book traces not only the rise of the Sassoons but also their 
decline: why it happened, how the economic and political world order 
which had fostered their ascent began to change after the First World 
War, and how the realization of their aspirations to join the ranks of 
the British aristocracy drew their attention away from their business 
and prevented them from adapting to these new circumstances, lead-
ing to the winding up of their companies after the Second World 
War. In the annals of family histories, there are many such stories of 
incredible fortunes made and squandered over the course of three gen-
erations. None is more famous than Buddenbrooks, Thomas Mann’s 
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first novel. In it he charts with almost documentary precision the decline 
of a bourgeois family of German grain merchants over four gener-
ations in the middle of the nineteenth century.2 The Sassoons lacked 
the Buddenbrooks’ deep Hanseatic roots, however. As migrants, they 
had to establish themselves somewhere and ally themselves with some 
country. They chose Britain, the dominant world power at this book’s 
beginning but not at its end, and thus needed and wanted, probably 
more than anything else, to be accepted as English. They found  
 success –  Sassoons who had been born in Baghdad joined the English 
upper classes, befriending even   royalty –  but it was a metamorphosis 
as fatal to their fortunes as any misjudgement in Mann’s novel.
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Baghdad Beginnings,   1802–  30

Reuben David

Sassoon ben Saleh Sassoon = Amam Gabbay

In 1824 a rabbi by the name of David D’Beth Hillel set out from his 
native Lithuania on an epic journey that took him halfway around the 
world. He travelled through Palestine, Syria, Arabia, Kurdistan and 
Persia, halting his expedition in Madras, India, where he took out an 
advertisement to announce the book he had written about his encoun
ters, ‘an account of the manners and customs of the places which he 
has visited . . . with a vocabulary of words most useful for travellers 
in five languages, viz., Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, Hindustani, and Eng
lish.’1 Wherever he went, he attempted to describe the distinctive 
beliefs and culture of the people he met and to identify the connec
tions of Jews resident in all these countries to the old traditions. He 
spent a whole year in Baghdad, the principal city in the vast, fertile 
plains of Mesopotamia, the ‘Land between the Rivers’ –  the Tigris and  
 Euphrates –  and vividly depicted life there:

The modern Baghdad is a very large town. The Tigris passes through 

the midst of it and on it is a very large bridge built on small boats. The 

whole town is built of bricks . . . The nobility, the Israelites [a term used 

for Jews], and the Christians all reside in this [Persian] part. The streets 

and markets are narrow; the town has a very rude appearance; but the 

nobles’ houses are finely painted inside.2
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The Global Merchants

The city the rabbi visited had been founded a thousand years earl
ier, under the Abbasid Caliphate in the eighth century. For the next 
five centuries Baghdad prospered, becoming the cultural, commercial 
and intellectual centre of the Islamic world during its Golden Age. 
Its reputation for ‘genius, enterprise, and learning’ remained unsur
passed; as another visitor in the nineteenth century put it, ‘the burning 
light of its philosophers shone, when all around elsewhere was dark 
as any within the history of man’.3

In 1534, however, the Ottomans captured Mesopotamia, turning 
it into the wilaya, or province, of Baghdad. The incessant conflicts 
between the Persians and Ottomans that followed, stemming in part 
from the rivalry between the Ottoman rulers and Persian Safavids, 
who couldn’t accept Sunni control of the city, tipped it into decline.4 
The Ottomans brought with them Mamluks from Georgia as admin
istrators. The word Mamluk means ‘owned’, and they were not Arabs, 
but freed slave soldiers, mostly from the Caucasus, who had con
verted to Islam after the Ottomans conquered Egypt, Syria and the 
Hejaz early in the sixteenth century. They proved able custodians and 
gradually came to exert more and more power until the middle of the 
eighteenth century, when they effectively usurped it. From 1747 until 
1831, the majority of Baghdad’s governors were Mamluks, ruling 
independently of the Ottoman Empire of which the province tech
nically remained a part. Government during this Mamluk period was 
concentrated around the   Pasha –  equivalent to a regional   governor –  
and tended to mirror the strength or weakness of the incumbent. 
Perhaps the greatest of the Mamluk rulers was Suleiman, who ruled 
Baghdad between 1780 and 1802. His death that year saw Baghdad 
return to instability and strife: for the next three decades, Pashas came 
and went, each subject to the plots and assassination attempts of their 
rivals and, sometimes, their successors. The local population suffered 
increasingly from food shortages, and bouts of looting in many parts 
of the city were rife.

Jews had been a continuous presence in Mesopotamia for some 
2,500 years, since the forced exile in the sixth century bc following 
the conquest of Judaea by the Babylonians. The community, which 
came to be known as the Babylonian Jewry, possessed its own lan
guage, called   Baghdadi  Jewish, a dialect of Arabic written in Hebrew 
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letters. There were thriving Jewish communities in all cities in the 
province, and there were most likely more Jews there than anywhere 
else in the Arab East.5 According to Rabbi Hillel, there were about 
6,000 Jewish families and five large synagogues in Baghdad at the 
time of his visit. A later traveller estimated 7,000 out of a total of 
50,000 and noted the prominent role Jews played in the province: ‘the 
commerce, and even the government, fall into the hands of a few Jews 
and Armenians’.6 Jews typically were, with Armenians and Persians, 
the major merchants and bankers of the Islamic territories. The most 
important of these were not only in their (various) home provinces but 
in the Ottoman capital: one Ezekiel Gabbay, an important Baghdadi 
banker, was even appointed sarraf bashi (chief treasurer) at the court in 
Constantinople, where he became one of Sultan Mahmud II  ’s favour
ite advisers as a reward for helping the Sultan deal with an especially 
troublesome Pasha in 1811. He went on to develop a lucrative business 
selling senior administrators’ posts around the empire, and there were 
tales of occasions when ‘as many as fifty or sixty Pashas crowded the 
antechamber of this highstanding Jew’ to appeal for his support for 
their appointment or reconfirmation.7 Many honours were bestowed 
on him, and his brother was appointed sarraf bashi in Baghdad.8

Ezekiel and his brother both came from a class of wealthy Jews 
who handled the finances of, and lent money to, local rulers in 

Ottoman Baghdad in the nineteenth century
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provinces across the Ottoman Empire. Such Jews were of particular 
interest to Rabbi Hillel:

The treasurer of the pasha is an Israelite who rules over [the Jewish 

community]. The common Jews call him the ‘King of Israel,’ and he has 

great power to punish them by money or stripes, according to his wish, 

even when not lawful. In ancient times it was required here that the 

treasurer of the pasha should be [of] the seed of David, and it was an 

inheritance from the father to son.9

During the Mamluk period, the chief treasurer was chosen from the 
Jewish community by the Pasha, as most of the mercantile class was 
Jewish. He was known as the nasi (Hebrew for president) and was the 
community’s representative to both the local and the imperial admin
istrations. It was a position at least equal to the religious head of the 
communities, known as the chief rabbi, and the holder’s influence 
extended to other Jewish communities outside the province of Bagh
dad, to those in Persia or Yemen.10 This system of two heads, lay and 
spiritual, lasted until 1864, when the Ottomans appointed a single 
leader, known as the hakham bashi (chief rabbi), to be responsible for 
the community’s affairs.11 Such privileges came with responsibilities: 
the chief treasurer was expected to donate generously to charitable 
causes, including religious ones, and to support his   co  religionists. 
One gentile traveller to Baghdad claimed that there were no Jewish 
beggars: ‘If one of their class fall into distress, another more wealthy 
relieves him.’12 The relationship between the wali (governor) or the 
Pasha and their treasurer was necessarily close but also potentially 
volatile, and if it soured, treasurers were liable to be imprisoned or 
even killed. The political backbiting between Constantinople and 
the provincial administration was unrelenting; each centre of power 
schemed endlessly to extend its influence over the other and ensure 
that key appointments in both courts were held by people it trusted. 
The treasurer needed strong connections with the Sultan’s court in 
Constantinople, but not so strong as to make the wali feel threatened. 
This delicate balancing act was, as Rabbi Hillel reported, passed from 
father to son for more than a hundred years, but by the nineteenth 
century it was increasingly ‘won in competition with other Jews and 
this resulted in money being paid for this honour and even in Jews 
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having their competitors killed or discredited’.13 Realpolitik had in 
fact long played a role in appointments, but turnover certainly 
increased after the eighteenth century and political instability invited 
a new ruthlessness: during the year the rabbi spent in Baghdad two 
holders of the office were murdered by competitors, who then suc
ceeded their victims.

Even before Sheikh Sassoon ben Saleh Sassoon was appointed by 
the Sultan’s firman (decree) chief treasurer, and thus lay head of the 
Baghdad Jewish community, in 1781, soon after Suleiman the Great 
acquired the Pashalik, there were reports that individuals in Bagh
dad’s administration intended him harm. Born in 1750, Sassoon made 
his name by marrying into one of Baghdad’s most prominent Jewish 
families. The union produced six sons and one daughter, and, in 
accordance with the Arab custom of renaming the parents after their 
oldest son, Sassoon was known as Abu Reuben (father of Reuben; his 
wife would have been Um Reuben). Little is known about Reuben 
except that he died of a disease in 1802, but the name remained and 
for generations to come the family would be called ‘Beit Abu Reuben’ 
(the house of Abu Reuben). David, Sassoon’s second son, who had been 
born in 1793, assumed the role of heir to the business and, potentially, 
his father’s office. He grew up in the shadow of the most eminent Jew 
in Baghdad, the ‘head of [the] community and president of a gener
ation’.14 Sassoon was known for his close relations with the Pasha 
and, indirectly, the Sultan, extolled by one poet as ‘one of the most 
honest and just presidents who worked hard for his people and com
munity’.15 In 1808, he arranged for David, aged fifteen, to marry the 
fourteen  year  old Hannah, from an affluent Jewish family from Basra, 
in the south of the province. (The union would grant him his first 
grandson, Abdallah, in 1818, and then another, Elias, as well as two 
granddaughters,   Mazal   Tov and Amam.) Sassoon was by this time 
one of the   longest  serving sarraf bashi in the city’s history, having 
remained in his post not only through Suleiman Pasha’s reign, the last 
two decades of the eighteenth century, ‘the golden era of the Mamluk 
Dynasty in Baghdad’,16 but also for the tenure of his successor, and his 
successor’s successor. But by late 1816,   thirty  five years after his 
appointment, clouds were gathering.

The Ottomans under Sultan Mahmud II  (r. 1808–  39) made their first 
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attempt to expel the Mamluks from Baghdad in 1810. Ottoman 
troops managed to kill Suleiman Pasha (son of Suleiman the Great) 
but ultimately failed to wrest back control of Baghdad province. In 
the ensuing chaos a number of Pashas tried to assert themselves over 
the city in quick succession, each ousted by the next. The sheer pace 
of events meant that some pashas effectively ruled before their formal 
appointment arrived in Baghdad, while for others the opposite was 
the case.17 Sa‘id Pasha was in control during the years   1813–  16, but 
lurking in the background was an ambitious Mamluk named Dawud.18 
Born into slavery in Tiflis, Georgia, he was brought to Baghdad, sold 
and resold, converted to Islam and served in Suleiman the Great’s 
household. The Ottoman archives paint a striking picture. A talented 
writer and warrior, he could be generous, enlightened and fair, but 
also cruel, corrupt and avaricious.19 Dawud began to plot his rise 
early in Sa‘id’s reign, assisted by a Baghdadi Jew who aspired to 
replace Sheikh Sassoon as chief treasurer, Ezra ben Nissim Gabbay. 
Ezra in turn had a powerful ally in his brother Ezekiel, since 1811 the 
sarraf bashi to the Sultan in Constantinople and an influential figure 
throughout the Ottoman   Empire  –   one report indicated that the 
Dutch   vice  consul turned to him to settle a quarrel with a local gov
ernor of a district somewhere in the empire.20

After a number of skirmishes in the winter of   1816–  17, Dawud 
finally captured Sa’id and had him executed. Shortly after Dawud 
came to power, a decree was duly carried to Baghdad announcing the 
end of Sheikh Sassoon’s term and the appointment of Ezra Gabbay as 
the new chief treasurer.21 It was a neat echo of Dawud’s own confirm
ation and the decree announcing it, which had been carried from 
Constantinople by the son of the Sultan’s Jewish sarraf bashi.22

British traders were by this time well established in Baghdad, and the 
East India Company had been given permission to establish residency 
there two decades previously. Their hopes for Dawud were initially 
high, but they quickly realized that his character meant Baghdad was 
unlikely to return to the stability of the final decades of the last century. 
A British political agent described him in the most villainous terms:

His dissimulation is most profound, and frequently, like his cruelty with

out the least apparent motive. The most solemn oaths and engagements 
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have not the least weight with him; his most faithful servants are by no 

means sure of his favour and those on whom he smiles the most, are 

frequently the unsuspecting subjects of his aversion. His administration 

has become a continued scene of rapacity, persecution and treachery.23

The British had other reasons to dislike Dawud, whose policies emu
lated those of Muhammad ‘Ali in seeking to aim at reducing European 
(and Persian) influence over his country, but he was certainly capable 
of great capriciousness.24 Even Dawud’s closest ally, the sarraf Ezra, 
wasn’t immune to it: in 1818 a disagreement over loans raised to sup
port Dawud’s regime led the Pasha ‘in a fit of passion’ to order that 
Ezra ‘be put in irons and thrown into a Dungeon, whence he was next 
day liberated at the intercession’ of a senior representative of the 
Ottomans.25

Indeed, once Dawud had consolidated power and popular support 
he showed his real intentions and declared his decision to refrain from 
paying duties to the Ottoman Sultan in Constantinople. That crisis 
was overtaken by another, the resumption of hostilities with Persia. 
Troubles also flared up with Kurdish tribes after a period of relative 
quiet. Dawud was supported by the Sultan in his battles against the 
Persians and Kurds, but was unable to defeat either, and the years  
 1819–  23 witnessed   large  scale demographic dislocations in the prov
ince as his subjects fled the ‘scorched  earth tactics of the Persians’ and 
resulting famine.26 In late 1823 Dawud negotiated a truce, but this 
raised suspicions in Constantinople, and the Ottoman regime again 
began to ponder ending the autonomous state of the Mamluks.

Once Dawud Pasha became governor, the problems confronting 
Sheikh Sassoon became insurmountable. Dawud did not see Sheikh 
Sassoon as an ally and was worried about his strong relationship with 
Constantinople. The thirteen years between the resignation of Sheikh 
Sassoon from his job and his family fleeing Baghdad are important in 
understanding the context of their departure from their beloved home
land. Dawud’s relationship with the Jewish community in Baghdad was 
somewhat complicated. On one hand, he had gained his position with 
the help of Jewish influence with the Sultan; on the other hand, he soon 
developed a reputation for oppressing the Jews. In reality, greed was his 
main motive as he attempted to amass as much wealth as possible.27
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Under pressure to send money to Constantinople, Dawud turned 
to the Jews for loans. When some of Baghdad’s wealthiest merchants 
refused, he had them arrested and demanded payment from their fam
ilies on pain of death.28 He was aided in this scheme by his teacher, 
a man nicknamed ‘the informer’ by the Jewish community, and an 
‘apostate Jew’ who had converted to Islam after becoming infatuated 
with a Muslim dancer and who provided Dawud with the inform
ation he needed to extort large sums of money. Between them, ‘this 
wicked triumvirate thus brought great misfortune and many hard
ships on the Baghdad Jews’, who as a result began to emigrate to 
‘distant parts where the hands of Dawud could not reach them’.29 It 
was the beginning of the dissipation of Baghdad’s Jewish community 
as families set out across Asia, to Aleppo, Damascus and Alexandria, 
and as far away as Australia.

The tensions which provoked this centrifugal movement grew more 
acute in 1826, when the Sultan, concluding that the Mamluks were a 
reactionary force blocking his reforms, announced the abolition of 
their army, forcing Dawud to raise even more money to pay his troops 
while still accommodating Constantinople. He turned on his most 
loyal supporter, imprisoning Ezra as he had eight years earlier, in the 
hope of extracting more assets from his family. This time, however, 
intercession from Constantinople was either not forthcoming or went 
unheeded. Unable to face life in prison, Ezra promptly died, paying 
‘with his life for all the goodness he has shown to the Pasha’.30

Our main source for Ezra’s downfall is in fact another of Sheikh 
Sassoon’s descendants, an archivist and historian named David Solo
mon Sassoon, who in the 1940s wrote the first reliable history of 
Baghdad’s Jews. According to him, after Ezra’s imprisonment late in 
the 1820s, Dawud had David Sassoon arrested in an attempt to force 
a ransom from his father, Sheikh Sassoon. David was in serious danger 
but ‘escaped in a miraculous way’, though details are scant. Whether 
David literally escaped or his freedom was bought by his father is 
unclear, but either as a condition of his liberation or out of the reason
able fear that he might be subject to the same ordeal again, he was to 
leave Baghdad immediately. After making enquiries with Major 
R. Taylor, a British political agent in Baghdad who reported to India 
and was a reliable source of information about both the Gulf and 
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the subcontinent, Sheikh Sassoon specially chartered a boat to take 
David to Basra, where, on his father’s advice, he did not linger but con
tinued on to Bushir, about 500 miles southeast on the coast of Iran. It 
was sage advice, for it seems Dawud Pasha did indeed change his mind 
and ordered the prisoner’s recapture, but by then David was out of 
reach. In a matter of months, Sassoon had joined him in Bushir.31 The 
Sheikh was in his seventies and his health was deteriorating; from now 
David would take charge of his own future, as well as those of his four 
children and their stepmother, whom he had married after Hannah’s 
death in 1826. The family had no choice but to   leave –   refugees rarely  
 do  –   but the timing was fortunate. Violence in the province grew 
increasingly prevalent towards the end of the decade and its use by the 
regime almost systemic.32 The attention of Sultan Mahmud II, which 
had been diverted by the war in Greece (the first independent country 
to be carved out of the sprawling Ottoman Empire) and several with 
Russia, turned to Baghdad and the intolerable independence of the 
Mamluks. In the aftermath of a humiliating defeat at Russian hands in 
1829, the Sultan dispatched an envoy, Sadiq Effendi, to relieve Dawud 
of his position and replace him with a new,   non  Mamluk governor. 

The port of Bushir, by a British visitor in the 1830s
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The Pasha cordially received the envoy before learning of his dismissal, 
and when his pleas for time to make entreaties to the Sultan were 
rejected,33 ‘danger was balanced against danger, fear with fear: without 
haste or panic the formal ambassador of the Sultan was sentenced to 
death by murder’.34 The assassination was meticulously organized: 
Dawud waited outside the chamber while it took place and entered 
after the deed to verify Sadiq’s death. He initially sought to conceal the 
crime from the public and pretended that the envoy was only sick, but 
word was out by nightfall.35 News spread swiftly, and food prices rose 
the next day in anticipation of the  Sultan’s response to this insult. The 
city went into lockdown: Major Taylor reported that ‘nothing enters 
or leaves the City but by stealth, veg etables of any kind are not to be 
obtained for money’.36

In the midst of this crisis, as the Sultan prepared to dispatch an 
army to expel the Mamluks from Baghdad once and for all, the city 
was devastated by other means. The plague struck in March 1831, 
spreading outwards from the Jewish quarter across the city. Dawud’s 
tenuous control of the situation meant that no quarantines were im 
posed and caravans continued to travel to and from   plague  infested 
areas, distributing the disease around the province. Normal life in the 
city came to a halt. Food supplies ran short, corpses piled up in the 
streets, law and order crumbled. At the height of the plague another 
disaster hit: after torrential rain that exceeded anything in living 
memory, the Tigris River flooded.37 One English traveller, who ‘was 
sleeping at the top of the house’ when the river burst its banks, vividly 
described being ‘awakened by the roar of the waters rushing past the 
hall  . . . No outcry accompanied the convulsions; I heard no shriek 
nor wail; but, as I seated myself on the upper part of the wall, I could 
perceive  . . . the turbid waters, silently sweeping by.’38 One local 
depicted the ensuing destruction as ‘God’s wrath on the city which 
was flooded on all sides while plague and death spread. No one had 
ever heard of such a calamity in the region.’39 Another reported that 
‘only a few of the Baghdad people were left at the city in the midst of 
death, flood and plague’.40 It was estimated that more than 15,000 
lives were lost, and the population of Baghdad and its afflicted dis
tricts plunged from about 150,000 to 80,000.41

The flood and epidemic signalled the end for Dawud. Many 
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